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Abstract  
This work focuses on the sociocultural significance of Igbo personal names with negative markers. Igbo is 
a language spoken predominantly in the South Eastern part of Nigeria. Igbo personal names with negative 
markers are Igbo personal names that are structurally negative with the Igbo negative morpheme. The 
objective of the present study is to investigate Igbo personal names with negative markers with the aim of 
revealing some of the sociocultural oriented values or significances of such names in a core Igbo 
traditional society. In achieving the objective of this study, the researcher collects the data through 
secondary sources such as: articles, journals, magazines, newspapers, social media (Facebook), and 
introspection, followed by a descriptive analysis of the data within the sociocultural linguistics 
framework. The work argues that Igbo personal names with negative markers are Igbo statements 
structurally inflected for negation. The work among other things found out that Igbo personal names with 
negative markers signify certain socio-culturally oriented values in the Igbo society. The work is 
significant because it serves as basis for further studies on Igbo personal names with regard to other 
structural properties of Igbo grammar found in the Igbo names.   
 
Keywords: Socio-cultural Theory, Negative Igbo Personal Name, Structural Property, Igbo  
                  Traditional Society, Negation  
Introduction 

Names are indisputably means of identifying individuals, places, thought and things even before 
the coming of Christ in the Holy Bible. In Genesis (Chapter 1), it is revealed that naming is one of the 
very first responsibilities God gave to Man at the Garden of Eden, to name all the beasts of the land and 
the sea, plants in the forest and virtually everything in the world. Furthermore, the responsibility of 
naming did not stop with Adam, as Essien (2004:104) (in Anyachonkeya, 2014:114) rightly observes that 
Eve took after her husband, and named her first son Cain; that means “with the help of the Lord, I brought 
forth a man.” Long after the death of Christ, name remains a tag used in referring to anything at all 
whether living or non-living (Redmonds, 2007; Hornby, 2010 etc.). In linguistic study, the area that is 
responsible with the study of names is called Onomastic or Onomasiology. Within the field of 
Onomastics, there are two specializations, namely: anthroponomastics and toponomastics. Whereas 
anthroponomastics involves the study of individual or personal names, toponomastics is preoccupied with 
the study of place names. This present study which centres on personal names of the Igbo people is an 
anthroponomastics investigation.      

In the Igbo society and Africa at large, it is important to note that in addition to identifying and 
categorising individuals, places and things, Africans attach so much meaning to names. Africans believe 
that personal names have some semantic connotations in line with social values or cultural norms of the 
immediate society of the name bearer (Deluzain, 1996; Agyekum, 2006; Dehnart, 2009). For Africans, 
the first function of a personal name is to identify the individual (the bearer). However, the names tell 
stories about the personality of the individual as well as helps in constructing the identity of his/her 
immediate environment or society. That is, personal names in Africa send semantic connotation on the 
linguistic and cultural identity of the name bearer, and as such can help in identifying where the bearer 
comes from (Mbarachi & Igwenyi, 2018). This implies that in Africa, there are usually certain 
socioculturally oriented values attached to virtually all African personal names. In Igbo, attention of 



anthropologists and linguists alike has been drawn to this area, thus the numerous studies on Igbo 
personal names.  

The study of Igbo personal names is no longer a new area in Igbo studies. Thus, Ezeanya (1967), 
Njoku (1978) among others, have looked at Igbo personal names from a lexicographical perspective 
where lists of Igbo Christian names and their interpretations were highlighted. Others such as, Wieschoff 
(1941) and Ogbulogo (1999) examined Igbo personal names from sociocultural perspective. Also, 
Madubuike (1974) and Ubahakwe (1981) have focused on the structure and meaning of Igbo names on 
one hand, Onumajuru (2016) on the semantic and pragmatic analysis of Igbo personal names on the other 
hand, etc. The present study is another attempt on the study of Igbo personal names, but this time around, 
the researcher focuses on the sociocultural significance of structurally negative personal names in the 
Igbo society.  

However, negation is the exact opposite of something, or the denial, refusal or disagreement of 
positive statements (Hornby, 2010; Ubahakwe 1981, etc.). It suffices to say that all the languages of the 
world have ways of structurally inflecting for negation. In the case of Igbo, negation is marked through 
the affixation of a-/e-……..–ghi, -ghị -beghi, -la/-le negative circumfix (morpheme) to the root verb 
(Emenanjo, 1978). In line with Ubahakwe (1981) Igbo names are full sentences or statements in the 
language. Therefore, negation is achieved in Igbo personal names the same way it is realised in Igbo 
utterances. That is, through tonal changes, or through a combination of tonal changes plus inflectional 
changes to the root of the main verbs of the derived Igbo personal names.  

Igbo language is the name of the language of the Igbo people, who are the original inhabitants of 
the five states of the present South East Nigeria, namely: Anambra, Abia, Ebonyi, Enugu and Imo. Apart 
from the South Eastern states, Igbo speakers are also seen in some parts of Rivers, Cross-Rivers, 
Akwaibom, Delta and Benue states. Igbo is one of the four major languages in Nigeria (others are; 
Yoruba, Hausa, English). Igbo, just like every other language, has numerous dialects (or varieties) which 
are mutually intelligible. The data for this study were drawn from various parts of Igbo land (mainly five 
Igbo states in Nigeria). 
  The objectives of this study are two folds, namely: the general objectives and the specific 
objective. The general objectives include; illustrating how the grammatical property of negation is 
structurally marked on Igbo personal names, as well as show how sociocultural linguistic theory can be 
used as a theoretical framework in analysing personal names. The specific objective is to explore the 
sociocultural significance of Igbo personal names with negative markers. It is also very important to note 
that Igbo personal names as used in the present study are Igbo names given to individuals or persons. 
These personal names are usually realized as people’s forenames, surnames, as well as title names.     

This study is significant because it lends credence to the assertion by Ubahakwe (1981) that Igbo 
personal names are not mere labels for the identification of individuals but are full grammatical utterances 
or statements of the Igbo people. It is also significant because it will provoke further studies on other 
grammatical properties of the Igbo language found in Igbo personal names. This work is also very 
important because it will serve as literature for future authors that may decide to study Igbo grammatical 
process of negation or negative Igbo personal names and Igbo personal names in general.         

The organization of the present study is as follows. Section 1 is the introduction. Section 2 is the 
literature review. Section 3 is the methodology. Section 4 is the classification of negative Igbo personal 
names in line with some sociocultural themes. Section 5 is the summary of findings and conclusion. 
 
 
Literature review 

Igbo personal names have been defined as labels or words soaked with meanings used in the 
identification and categorisation of individuals or persons. This part of the work is thus, organised as 
follows: the next is an outline of sociocultural approach in linguistics, followed immediately by the 
previous studies on Igbo personal names and then, the summary of the literature review.  
 
Theoretical Background 



The analysis on the negatively inflected Igbo personal names in this present study is based on the 
sociocultural theory of linguistics. This part of the study outlines the basic assumptions of the theoretical 
framework.  

Sociocultural theory in linguistic studies is a relatively new theory of linguistic analysis. The term 
sociocultural theory was first used in psychology, by a psychologist known as Lev Vygotsky within 1896 
to 1934. Vygotsky posits that this theory hinges on the background that the way children learn and 
develop varies from culture to culture and it is sometimes specific to individual’s society. That is, 
Vygotsky explains that cognitive or mental development and processes of every child is unique to each 
culture and individual society the child finds him or herself. According to Vygotsky, three basic methods 
are used in teaching children skills. They are: imitative learning, instructed learning, and collaborative 
learning. The central tenet of Vygotsky's study is that children learn behavior and cognitive skills through 
direct contact and dealings with more experienced people, such as teachers or older siblings, using one or 
more of these basic learning methods (Vygotsky, 1978). Because this learning is not within the child’s 
biological repertoire, it can be influenced by the culture and societal values of the immediate 
environment. 

However, with regards to linguistics, sociocultural theory was first mentioned in Bucholtz and 
Hall (2005), which was regarded as a heeded call to Sapir (1929) and Hymes (1964) demand for linguists 
to draw from other areas of social enquiry. Sapir and Hymes encouraged linguists to consider language 
within its social environment, with the belief that approaches and findings of linguistics would greatly 
enhance other disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, psychology, philosophy and social science. 
According to Bucholtz and Hall (2005:5) sociocultural theory within linguistics is “… the broad 
interdisciplinary field concerned with the intersection of language, culture, and society.” Bucholtz and 
Hall suggest that sociocultural linguistics is a broader term to include sociolinguistics, linguistic 
anthropology, discourse analysis, and sociology of language, social psychology, folklore studies, media 
studies, literary theory, and the philosophy of language. That is, sociocultural theory in linguistics centers 
on the effect of different cultural and societal settings on the language use of the immediate speech 
community.    

On her part, Hawkins (2009:97) rightly observes that sociocultural approach “… situates 
language use in its social and cultural contexts.” Hawkins posits that situated meaning making can never 
be removed from language use. She further asserts that meanings constructed in communication are not 
just based on language, rather things such as societal values and cultural norms convey meaning that go 
“… hand in hand with the language we use” (Hawkins 2009:97).  

For the present study, the researcher’s view is that sociocultural theory as a linguistic theory 
explains how the social and culturally oriented values of the society influence language use. In line with 
this, this study attempts to study Igbo personal names with negative markers with the objective of 
revealing shared social and cultural significance of such names in the Igbo society. 
 
Previous studies 
Studies on Igbo personal names are infinite, and have attracted the interest of linguists, anthropologists 
and sociologists alike. It is infinite because naming in Igbo is very productive and nobody can boast of 
exhausting possible Igbo names. By implication, despite all the studies on sociocultural significance of 
Igbo personal names, none can boast of exhausting the sociocultural implication surrounding Igbo 
personal names (Ubahakwe 1981). Thus, where an author stops may be the starting point for another and 
vice versa. Among the previous works on Igbo personal names employed by the researcher, the objectives 
and findings of the following works are of very important to the present study. The works are: Wieschoff 
(1941), Madubuike (1974) and Ubahakwe (1981).   
 Wieschoff (1941) studied the social significance of names among the Igbo people of Nigeria. The 
study explains that there are social implications to personal names given to every male or female in the 
Igbo cultural society. Wieschoff who collected a total of fifty (27 male and 23 female) Igbo personal 
names and their meanings through the help of informants, highlighted seven different groupings of the 
Igbo names with regards to their social implication on the Igbo people. Wieschoff discovers that names in 



Igbo are “connected with events which have either direct or indirect bearing upon the birth of the child” 
(p. 219). According to him, for Igbo name to be meaningful, circumstances or life history attached with 
the individual or his parents must be known. Wieschoff’s work is similar to an extent with this present 
study, because both studies adopt social and cultural approaches to the study of Igbo names. The gap with 
the present study is that whereas, Wieschoff studied Igbo names in general without emphasis on the 
negatively marked Igbo personal names, this present work is an attempt to uncover sociocultural 
significances peculiar to negatively marked Igbo personal names. 
 Madubuike (1974) worked on structure and meaning in Igbo names. He posits that naming 
ceremony is a very important social activity by the Igbo people because they attach so much importance 
to their names. Also, the objective of the study is to explain the sociocultural wishes, prayers and 
supplications behind Igbo personal names. In achieving this, Madubuike through a descriptive analysis 
grouped Igbo personal names in line with sociocultural meanings they evoke on the Igbo people. 
Madubuike who made a distinction between male and female names in Igbo, discovers twenty-two 
socioculturally oriented significances of Igbo names (see Madubuike 1974:3-28). He also found out that 
there are other groups of Igbo names that are not grouped under any sociocultural significance, but some 
are popular among the boys and others among the girls. Madubuike concludes that apart from the richness 
of Igbo names, Igbo people express their world view and expectation in the names they give to 
individuals. Also, Madubuike’s (1974) work is different from this present study because the present 
researcher is concentrating on negative Igbo personal names realised as negative statements in the 
language (Ubahakwe 2001), with the view of discovering the socioculturally oriented significances of 
such negative Igbo personal names.       

On the other hand, Ubahakwe (1981) studied the structure and meaning of Igbo names. 
Ubahakwe who sees Igbo personal names as full syntactic structures in the Igbo language, investigated 
Igbo names to reveal the different syntactic structures of Igbo language that are obtainable in Igbo names. 
He therefore found out that Igbo personal names are grouped into the following syntactic structures in the 
language: 
1. 

i. Noun Phrases - Adachi (daughter of god) 
ii. Positive statements Chimaobim (God knows my heart) 
iii.  Negative statements Ikerionwu  (Strength cannot subdue death)  
iv. Questions  Onyemachi?  (Who knows tomorrow?) 
v. Request  Alagbogụ (may the earth goddess bring fighting to a stop) 
vi. Exclamations - Chigbata!  (God come!) 
vii.  Complex sentences Nwagbaraegbulam  (May deity not kill me) 
viii. Conditional sentences -     Mụọkweadị  (If the spirit approves people will live) 

                                    (Ubahakwe, 1981) 

Ubahakwe concludes that Igbo personal names are not mere label for identifying individuals rather they 
are full grammatical statements in Igbo language thus, the above statements realised as Igbo personal 
names. In addition to structural description of Igbo personal names, Ubahakwe also looked at the culture 
content of Igbo personal names, thus, grouping Igbo names into the following four headings: i) names as 
a history, ii) names as a mirror of social values, iii) names as a sociological imprints and iv) names as 
personality dynamics. The present study shares the same option with Ubahakwe that negative Igbo names 
are group of names with Igbo negative structure. The additional knowledge this present study tends to 
bring forward is that whereas Ubahakwe stopped at listing and stating the compositional meaning of 
different Igbo names classified under the different syntactic structures he identified in Igbo names before 
outlining the cultural contents of Igbo names in general, this present article centres on negative names and 
the sociocultural significances attached to them (Igbo negative names). 
 
Summary of Literature review  



The foregoing has shown that Igbo personal names are not mere tags for identification of 
individuals, but socked with meanings relating to circumstances surrounding the birth of the child. Also, 
negative Igbo personal names are those sets of names structurally inflected for negation. On the other 
hand, sociocultural theory of linguistics explains the use of language in a particular social and cultural 
context. The review of related literature helps in establishing the gap this present work sets out to fill. To 
the best of the researcher’s knowledge, this present investigation is the first in Igbo studies that 
concentrates on the negatively marked personal names in Igbo and their peculiar sociocultural 
significances. 
 
Methodology 

This work as the name implies is based on the personal names of the Igbo people of South 
Eastern Nigeria. The people occupy the five South Eastern states of the country. The study concentrates 
on the negatively marked Igbo personal names as the population study. In achieving the objective of this 
study, the researcher collected his data from secondary sources which included relevant books, journals, 
research works, national dailies, magazines and online (Facebook), as well as through introspection 
because the researcher is a native speaker of Igbo language. For the names got from Facebook and 
through introspection, the bearers of such names were interviewed to help the researcher on their meaning 
and insights into the circumstances surrounding their names. The data were analysed in line with the 
sociocultural theory of linguistics built on the assumption that social and cultural functions of language 
can never be overlooked in language use. This theory therefore yields thirteen socioculturally oriented 
significances of negatively marked Igbo personal names. The negative names used in this study are not 
exhaustive of such names in Igbo, but the researcher through a simple random sampling method selected 
these names out of the pool of Igbo personal names with negative markers. For data presentation and 
analysis, the names were presented the way they are used in by the bearers, followed by their underlying 
full forms. Beneath the deep structure of the names are their morpheme by morpheme glossing on the 
second line and then the compositional meaning on the third line and final lines. This work follows 
Emenanjo’s (1978) tone marking convention that allows only the high tones [  ] to be unmarked.  
 
Socioculturally oriented values of Igbo personal names with negative markers  

The analysis of the data shows that negative personal names in Igbo reflect the social, cultural, 
and contextual atmosphere of the community and express the values dominant in the Igbo community. 
Also worthy of note is that in the data presentation, the present study represented the vowel prefix a-/e-… 
as negative prefix (NEGp) and the final circumfix parts represented as negative (NEG) in the gloss. Also, 
the data witnesses the interchangeable use of the dialectal variants –na/ -ne and the standard form –la/ -le. 
This is because some of the names are from different dialects of Igbo.  

Before highlighting the different socioculturally oriented values of Igbo personal names with 
negative marker, it is important to note that negation in Igbo personal names can be marked with two 
different structures. That is, the use of the circumfix ‘a-/e-…….ghi/ghị’, and circumfix ‘a-/e-…….la/le’. 
Also noteworthy is that in the Igbo personal names formed with negative morpheme ‘-ghi/-ghị’, the suffix 
is only observed at the underlying full forms of the names and not the way they (Igbo names) are used by 
their bearer. The case is not the same with Igbo personal names with negative morpheme ‘-la/-le’ because, 
in some of the names, the suffix is retained, while in some, it is deleted. For instance, the examples 2 and 
3 below are instances of Igbo personal names with the negative morpheme ‘a-/e-……-ghi/-ghị’ and ‘a-/e-
……. -le/-la respectively:  
(2)  
Igbo personal names                               Underlying full forms  
i.   Ikeri ọnwụ                                         Ike            e            ri    ghī      ọnwụ            
                                          Strength NEGp   eat NEG   death 
                                         ‘Human Strength cannot overcome death’  
 



ii. Ọnụabụchī       Ọnụ       ụwa       a      bụ   ghị     chi                      
                             Mouth world NEGp -be NEG God 
        `      ‘Man’s words are not God’s’   
(3)                     
i.   Ọgọ egbum           Ọgọ             m     e        gbu     la      m    
                                       Good deeds me NEGp   kill   NEG me 
                                      ‘My good deeds should not kill me’ 
ii.  Emenanjọ    E          me    na njọ 
     NEGp   -do   NEG sin 
        ‘Do not commit sin (evil)’ 
 
As stated earlier, the Igbo personal names in bold characters are usually the form of the Igbo names as 
they are used by the bearers. However, the Igbo personal names are followed by the underlying full forms 
or deep structures that resulted in the Igbo personal names.  

The next sub-part of the study centres on enumerating the sociocultural oriented values of the 
Igbo people and the examples of Igbo personal names with negative morpheme that expresses such 
values.  
 
People’s goodwill wishes  
The Igbo people have this culture of expressing their individual and collective wishes for better things to 
come their way. These goodwill wishes are usually witnessed in the early morning kola-nut breaking by 
elders. The present study discovered that the Igbo people use personal names with the Igbo negative 
morpheme to express their good wishes. Examples of such names include: 
(4)   
Igbo personal names            the underlying full forms 
i.   Ọnwụegbuchum Ọnwụ    e         gbu-chu         na      m            
                         Death NEGp kill-untimely NEG me                              
                                              ‘May untimely death not be my fate?’    
      
ii.   Ọzọemena   Ọzọ         e         me        na           
                another NEGp happen NEG                                 
                         ‘May another bad thing not happen’                         
 
iii.   Nkemakọm  Nkem        a          kọ     la       m        
                                                my own   NEGp  lack  NEG  me                             
                                               ‘May I not lack my own riches’ 
                         
iv.  Ọgụ erim       Ọgụ    e         ri    la       m 

                                  War  NEGp  eat  NEG  me 
                                                          ‘May war not consume me’ 

 
v.  Ụka egbu       Ụka              e        gbu    le      m 
 

                                  Backbiting NEGp kill   NEG me 
                                 ‘May evil conspiracy not kill me’ 

 
vi.  Ụwa agọm                             Ụwa      a          gọ     la       m 

         World NEGp deny NEG me 
                                 ‘May the world not deny me’ 

In examples (4i-ii) above, ‘-na’ which is a dialectal variant of the negative morpheme ‘-la’ is used to mark 
negation. The meaning behind the above sets of Igbo personal names with negative morpheme is that, 



there is this sense of good luck wishes to the bearers of the name. This is the reason for the presence of 
the word ‘may’ which is used to express a wish or desire in their compositional meanings. For instance, 
4.i & vi., the bearers of the names wish against untimely death and being consumed by war respectively. 
Bearers of 4.ii wish that nothing bad should happen to them again, 4.iii wish that they should not lack 
their own riches, etc. 
 
Belief in the cruel and dreadful nature of death 

Igbo people view death as very cruel and dreadful which can be seen in certain Igbo personal 
names. The researcher therefore explains that certain Igbo personal names with negative morpheme depict 
this view of the Igbo people. Examples of such Igbo personal names are:  
(5)    
Igbo personal names    Underlying full forms 
i.  Ọnwụamaonyeukwu     Ọnwụ     a         ma      ghị    onye    ukwu                         
                     death   NEGp  know  NEG  person  great                            
                    ‘Death is not respecter of great persons’                          
     
ii.  Ọnwụamaegbu       Ọnwụ     a         ma    ghị    egbu                 
                     death   NEGp  know NEG  kill              
                     ‘Death has no pattern of killing’               
 
iii. Ikeri ọnwụ         Ike              e        ri   ghī     ọnwụ                   
                     strength   NEGp  eat NEG  death 
                   ‘Human Strength cannot overcome death’ 
 
iv.  Ọnwụamaoke        Ọnwụ    a         ma     ghị     oke                 
                     Death   NEGp know NEG  boundary 
                    Death know no boundary’ 
 
v.  Ọnwụamadike   Ọnwụ      a        ma     ghị    dike                   
                     death   NEGp  know NEG warrior 
                   ‘Death doesn’t know who is a warrior’ 

vi.  Ọnwụegbuzina  Ọnwụ    e         gbu -zi      na 

death   NEGp  kill-again  NEG 

                                                      ‘Death do not kill again’ 

 
vii. Egwuatụọnwụ              Egwu    a        tụ      ghị       ọnwụ                

                                                         Fear   NEGp hold NEG   death 

                                                         ‘Death is never afraid’ 

 
viii .  Ọnwụanụmkpe     Ọnwụ    a         nụ    ghị      mkpe                 

                                                          Death NEGp hear NEG   plea 

‘Death doesn’t listen to pleas’. 



The sociocultural value common in the above group of names is that the Igbo people see death as very 
dreadful and cruel on humans. That is, death is not respecter of individuals irrespective of status in the 
society.   
 
Belief in the family lineage continuation  

The Igbo people believe so much in patrilineal society. That is, tracing descent through the 
paternal line. Therefore, the Igbo people attach great importance to leaving behind younger generation 
(especially males) to transmit their cultural norms to at any point in time. Thus, the following examples of 
Igbo personal names with negative morpheme capture such belief: 
(6)      
Igbo personal names   Underlying full forms 
i.   Ikwuakọ             Ikwu         a          kọ     na     m                         
              Kith&kin NEGp  lack  NEG me                       
      ‘I shall not lack kith & kin’      
 
ii. Azụatalam  Azụ             a         ta       la      m     
       
                                                             Followers  NEGp  lack  NEG  me  
      ‘I shall not lack followers’ 
 
iii.  Amaechile   Ama     m     e         chi     le         
                  lineage me  NEGp close NEG   
     ‘My lineage shall not close’ 
 
iv.  Nnejì      Nnejì        a       kọ      na      m     
     siblings NEGp  lack  NEG  me 
                 ‘I shall not lack siblings’ 
 
v.  Nwakọ     Nwa    a         kọ    na      m   
                child  NEGp  lack NEG  me 
     ‘I shall not lack children’ 
 
vi.  Sọ madịna     Sọ    m       a        dị     na  

         only me NEGp   live NEG  
     ‘I shall not live alone’ 
 
Belief in peaceful communal coexistence 
Peaceful communal coexistence is one of the most cherished sociocultural values amongst the Igbo 
people. This peaceful communal living is therefore propagated by the personal names given to individuals 
in the society. This is illustrated in many ‘egbunam’ (not kill me) types of names. The following Igbo 
personal names with the Igbo negative structure are examples of such names: 
(7)      
Igbo personal names   Underlying full forms 
i. Iloegbu    Ilo           e        gbu   le       m                                          
        Enemy NEGp  kill  NEG  me 
                    ‘Enemies should not kill me’   
 
ii. Enyìegbu   Enyì    m        e       gbu   ne      m       
        friend  me   NEGp  kill   NEG  me 
       ‘My friends should not kill me’ 
 



iii. Ibe egbu   Ibe          m      e       gbu   ne     m      
        kinsmen me  NEGp  kill  NEG me 
        ‘My kinsmen should not kill me’ 
 
iv.  Ọra egbu  Ọra          e      gbu   ne     m     
         masses NEGp  kill  NEG me 
                    ‘The masses should not kill me’ 
 
Belief in uncertainty of life  

According to the Merriam Webster online dictionary (2019), ‘uncertain’ is defined in three ways: 
1) “not exactly known or decided: not definite or fixed. 2) not sure: having some doubt about something; 
3) not definitely known”, while uncertainty means something that is doubtful or unknown. It is important 
to note that in a typical Igbo society, people have the opinion that life is unpredictable in nature and as 
such exhibit that in the type of names given to individuals. The following sets of Igbo personal names 
with negative morpheme remind the Igbo people that life is unpredictable:  
(8)      
Igbo personal names   Underlying full forms 
i. Onye ma echi        È nwe    ghī     onye  ma   echī        
                     NEGp to have  NEG   who  know  tomorrow 
                     ‘Nobody can predict the future’ 
 
ii. Èjìndụ    Èji       ghị     ndụ   aka      
                      NEGp  hold  NEG   life   hand 
                                                  ‘Nobody knows what will become of life the next minute’ 
 
iii. Akụenwebe        Akụ         e        nwe   ghī     be                        
            Wealth  NEGp  have  NEG place 
  ‘Wealth is not restricted to a place, nobody knows who will be so rich tomorrow’ 
 
iv.  Ụwa nọo tu   Uwa       a       nọ     ghị      otu                    
            world  NEGp  to be NEG  one 
            ‘The world is not static’ 
These sets of Igbo personal names have one thing in common, which is, professing that nothing is certain 
in this world. In 8.i-ii, the negative suffix is realised at the initial syllable of the name, but in 8.iii-iv, at 
the medial position. They all contain the Igbo negative marker a-/e-….ghi/ ghị. 
 
Belief in the importance of truth and its values  

Igbo people believe in the importance of truth. That is, they believe that truth is the only thing in 
this world that can stand the test of time. That is why in some of the Igbo personal names with negative 
morpheme, Igbo people profess that truth should not die. For instance, the following examples of names 
signify such belief:  
(9)        
Igbo personal names   Underlying full forms 
i. Ọnwụegbuezīokwu       Ọnwụ     e       egbu  ghī  eziokwu        
             death   NEGp   kill  NEG  truth 
             ‘The truth cannot be supressed’ 
 
ii. Ikpeamaezīokwu    Ikpe             a            ma        ghị    eziokwu  
             Judgement NEGp  caught in NEG  truth 
                 ‘Whoever is on the part of truth cannot be caught on the wrong side of justice’ 
 



The Igbo personal names with negative morpheme in example 9i-ii above are usually realised as title 
names.  
 
Igbo people’s belief in no hurry in life    

The Igbo people also believe that there is no need for undue haste in this world. That is, they are 
of the opinion that everything in this world fall in place at the appropriate time, no need for application of 
extra human effort, nor force things to happen. This is signified in the following Igbo negative names: 
(10)      
Igbo personal names    Underlying full forms 
 i.  Eme nīke   E        me      ghī      ụwa     na           ike        
             NEGp to do  NEG   world  by.Prep  force  
             ‘Nothing is achieved by force in this world’  
ii.  Ihebìnike      Ihe        e          bī   ghī     na           ike                  
                        things   NEGp end NEG by.Prep  force 
            ‘Force does not end anything’ 
 
iii. Nwagba ọsọ     Nwata      a       gba   ghị    ọsọ                 
            child     NEGp  run  NEG  race 
                       ‘Children do not run ’ 
In Igbo personal names in 10.i-ii, the ‘na’ before ‘ike (force)’ functions as preposition ‘by’. The Igbo 
people believe that every natural occurrence follows its due cause. That is, no man can alter God’s plan of 
natural events. For instance, a child must sit first, crawl, walk before he/she can run. The child must 
gradually pass through all these steps as he or she develops in age. So, there is no amount of hurry on the 
part of the child or the parents that will prevent the child from passing through the stages. This belief of 
the Igbo people is usually attached to such names like these ones in example 10 above.  
 
Belief in the Supreme Being whose ways are different from that of man 

The Igbo share the view that there is in existence, a supreme (higher) being whose ways are 
completely different from human beings. That is, they believe that this Supreme Being is more lenient 
than humans. Some of the Igbo negative names that express this belief are as follows:  
(11)        
Igbo personal names    Underlying full forms 
 i Ọnụabụ chī       Ọnụ  ụwa       a        bụ   ghị   chukwu                                                
Mouth world  NEGp  be  NEG   God 
        `   ‘People’s words are different from that of God’   
 
ii. Mmadụ abụ chī  Mmadụ      a        bụ      ghị     chu kwu                    

Humans  NEGp  be     NEG   God 
‘The ways of man are different from that of God’ 

 
iii. Ucheabụchī            Uche       mmadụ    a         bụ     ghị    nke  chukwu   

                                            thoughts  human  NEGp   be    NEG own  God 
‘Man’s thoughts are different from that of God’ 

There is a popular saying in Igbo that ‘A sị na mmadụ bụ chukwu’, meaning ‘If men were God’. By this 
statement, the Igbo people believe that if men were God, the world will be in disarray because human 
beings are wicked. With this at the back of the mind of the Igbo people, the above sets of names (11, i-iii) 
signify that in their cultural society, they are aware of a supreme being more lenient in punishment than 
humans.  
 
Belief in proactive approach to life 



The Igbo people are highly optimistic and visionary. That is, for them an individual must put in 
an attempt before concluding that something is not possible. They do not procrastinate. For instance, the 
following Igbo personal name illustrates the belief: 
(12)       
Igbo personal names    Underlying full forms 
i.  Udebīụ wa     Ude     e        bī      ghī         ụwa            
     Sighs NEGp stop   NEG      world 
               ‘Sighs do not solve any problem’  
 
The Igbo people believe that if an individual starts sighing till the end of the world that it can never solve 
any problem.  
 
Wish for their daughters to marry good husbands   

It is the normal wish of Igbo parents that their daughters get married to good men that can take 
very good care of them in every aspect of life. The study discovers that this is the sociocultural 
significance of negative Igbo personal name such as the one below: 
(13)    
 
Igbo personal names   Underlying full forms 
i.  Ogbenyealụ   Ogbe nye     a         lụ        la          
           poor        NEGp   marry   NEG  
‘Poor in-laws should not come to ask for my daughters hand in marriage’ 
 
 
Igbo people abhor wrong doing 

The Igbo in general abhors wrong doings by members of the society. Thus, giving personal 
names that will always remind the younger generation not to indulge in such acts explains the 
sociocultural significance of such names like the one below:   
(14)  
Igbo personal names    Underlying full forms 
i.  Eme na njọ          E        me    na      njọ 
                    NEGp  do   NEG  s in 
              ‘Do not commit sin (evil)’ 
 
Igbo belief that life is very precious 

The Igbo people believe that life is so precious and should not be tampered with in any way. This 
therefore motivates the giving of certain names like the following negative Igbo personal name:  
(15)  
Igbo personal names    Underlying full forms 
i. Ụzụakpụ ndụ      Ụzụ               a          kpụ      ghị     ndụ          
     Blacksmith NEGp   mould NEG life  
     ‘Blacksmiths cannot create life ’ 
 
Stubborn nature of the Igbo people 

Some of Igbo personal names with negative morpheme signify that the Igbo people are naturally 
stubborn. That is, no one is ready to listen to advice, they so much believe in what they can achieve on 
themselves. Examples of such negatively marked Igbo personal names are: 
(16)  
Igbo personal names   Underlying full forms 
i. Ege ntị       E         ge      ghì     ntị         
     NEGp listen NEG ear 



     ‘Igbo do not have listening ear’ 
 
ii. Anụ mba    A         nụ     ghị      mba      
     NEGp listen NEG  reprimand  
     ‘Igbo do not admit reprimand, everybody is right’ 
 
Summary of findings 

From the foregoing, the researcher have been able to identify among other things that with 
regards to classifying Igbo names in line with their grammatical properties, negative Igbo personal names 
are names that are grammatically marked for negation. And the negative morpheme in this group of 
names is usually realised at their full forms. Also, the researcher discovered among other things that these 
names belong to a close group of Igbo personal names. That is, names in this group must contain the Igbo 
negative structure in their full forms. Also worthy of note is that the study establishes that there are 
socioculturally oriented values or significances attached to negative Igbo personal names. The study 
discovered about thirteen of such significance as seen in section 4.1-13 above.   

Finally, it also important to note that the negative prefix (NEGp) is inherently high which in most 
cases slightly affects the height of the vowel of the verb root (see examples 2 & 3 above). Also, the 
researcher found out that the removal of the Igbo negative morpheme from the underlying full forms are 
not accompanied with radical changes in the tone. For instance, in the examples 16i-ii above, the removal 
of negative suffix ‘-ghi/-ghị’ in the two examples have no effect on the tone of the Igbo personal names.  
 
Conclusion 

This investigation on negative Igbo personal names has succeeded in exposing the nature of Igbo 
names in general, how negation is marked in Igbo personal names and the sociocultural significance of 
negative Igbo personal names. The work therefore concludes that negative Igbo personal names are also 
in their own regards meaning laden labels used in the identification of individuals. Negative Igbo names 
are those names that are grammatically marked for negation. The study also concludes that there are 
certain sociocultural significances that are provoked in the Igbo people as a result of their social and 
cultural orientation on hearing these negations in Igbo personal names.    
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